Directions to Antico Casale Ruoppo
Address:
Via PONTONE 10, Massalubrense, Sant´Agata sui due Golfi (NA), 80061 – Italia
Tel. WhatsApp: +393386204827
Tel. 00390815330495 (Franco Ruoppo)
Latitude : 40.602665 | Longitude :14.384847

Please note:
GPS is not reliable in this region, as there are many small ways in which you can not drive. Please read
carefully the following directions -→

Directions
→ 1) take the A3 → exit: Castellammare di Stabia.
→ 2) Continue towards PENISOLA SORRENTINA (SS 145/CORSO ITALIA) untill SORRENTO.
→ 3) When you arrive in SORRENTO, about 1km after you have passed under the bridge of the

Circumvesuviana, you come to a junction where you can no longer drive straight on (see photo). → TURN
LEFT, LIGHT CURVE TO RIGHT: you are now on VIA DEGLI ARANCI (parallel to Corso Italia / photo below)
↓

→ 4) AT the end of VIA DEGLI ARANCI → TURN LEFT on VIA CAPO (photo below).
↓

→ 5) CONTINUE DRIVING on VIA CAPO to the intersection to Sant`Agata SUI DUE GOLFI / COSTIERA
AMALFITANA (SS 145 / VIA VERDE NASTRO / photo below) .

↓

→ 6) At the end of NASTRO VERDE → TURN RIGHT to SANT'AGATA SUI DUE GOLFI (Via NASTRO Azzurro /

photo below).
↓

↓
→ 7) After 200 meters, approximately at the level of NASTRO Azzurro 30 (opposite Hotel "Reginella") →

turn left into VIA PONTONE (photo below).
↓

→ 8) Continue on VIA PONTONE (circa 500 m):
↓

→ 9) After a sharp right CURVE, go through a gate. The narrower road now moves into slight left curve

along the slope (photo below). Please note: from this point, it might be difficult with phone reception !!!).
↓

→ 10) Approximately 100m from the gate, turn right into a narrow road, following the sign "Fattoria

Terranova" (which is the restaurant near our apartments). Follow the serpentine road. After 50m turn right,
after 50m left curve, 50m turn sharp right, then almost 100m straight on until the end of the road.
↓

→ 11) You are in front of the entrance of the Antico Casale Ruoppo (photo below).
↓

→ 12) Go through the gate and park the car at the best so that other guests can still pass.
↓

Welcome and nice stay !!!

